**Professional skills**

**CAREER PLANNING**
Career strategy: Plan for your future: Craft a career strategy to make the transition from study to employment.
Career shaping: Understand your skills and employability: Increase your chances of a positive postdoctoral career.
How to navigate an academic career: Explore specific ideas, tools and techniques to navigate an academic career.

**ENTREPRENEURSHIP & COMMERCIALISATION**
Entrepreneurial pathway to success: The entrepreneurial mindset: Learn how you can think and make decisions like an entrepreneur.
Intellectual property: Understand how to protect intellectual property, what are your rights and your responsibilities.
Idea Hub: This six week course shows you how to pursue your ideas and tap into your inner entrepreneur.
UniQuest commercialisation workshop: Workshop the road from invention to market.
IAB: Ready to take your start-up to the next level? IAB at UQ is there to help and support you.

**IMPACT & INFLUENCE**
Making and measuring research impact: An introduction to how and where you can start making an impact with your research.
Getting research into policy and practice: An introduction to the world of public policy and how you can engage.
Strategic networking: How to connect for impact: Understand the strategic value of networking, identify networking opportunities.
Communicating for impact outside academia: Learn to communicate your research to the broader community.
Networking in the digital space: This session discusses how to network and make connections through written and online channels.
Research into policy and practice workshop: Explore the research-policy nexus presented by researchers and policy makers. (2 days)
Get a post-doc and apply for grants: Learn where to find post-doc opportunities and how to source grant funding as an ECR.
5 rules of grant club: Get a head-start on negotiating the world of research grants in Australia.

**PUBLISHING & AUTHORSHIP**
How to get published: An introduction: Gain insight into the world of scholarly publishing.
Practical publishing 1: Getting started: Discover tools and practical knowledge to help you start the publishing process.
Practical publishing 2: Next steps: Discover secrets to effectively ‘selling’ your manuscript to an editor.

**UNIVERSITY TEACHING**
Teaching academic: An introduction: Gain insight into what it means to teach effectively in higher education.
Tutors@UQ: Discover strategies for working with small groups in a learning context.
Graduate Teaching Associate (GTA): Develop knowledge and skills to advance your future teaching career. (6 months)
Applying for Aust. academic positions: Find out strategies to apply for academic positions within the Australian system.

**CANDIDATURE MANAGEMENT**
Effective time management: Discover practical time management strategies which can be applied in your research degree.
Making the most of the advisor/student relationship: Learn how to develop a close working relationship with your advisor.
The seven secrets of highly successful research students: Unlock seven key habits to help you through your research degree.
Mastering the art of paying attention: Discover simple tools and techniques to stay focused and overcome distractions.

**COMMUNICATION**
Presenting research: An introduction: Presenting your research is an important skill. Learn how to do it well.
Communicating in a global environment: Build your skills in communicating across a range of cultures and contexts.
Advanced presentation skills: This interactive session will further develop your presentation skills for impact.
Communicating your research in the media: Learn to present your research effectively through the media.

**WORKING WITH OTHERS**
Mine, yours, ours: Meeting everyone’s needs: Learn how to be more assertive and resolve conflict in professional contexts.
Understanding yourself and others: Learn five key principles to improve self-awareness and your interactions with others.
Using strengths to work effectively in teams: Identify approaches for working effectively in diverse teams.

**Research skills**

**INTEGRITY & ETHICS**
Research integrity (online) compulsory: Explore the fundamentals of research design, data management, authorship and more.
Research integrity workshop: Learn about research integrity policies, advisors’ and candidates’ main obligations.
Smart, savvy and scholarly: Knowing where NOT to publish: Explore developments in scholarly publishing and focus on ethical publishing.
Academic publishing: Play by the rules: Navigate the sometimes confusing world of publishing, and identify legitimate publishers.

**RESEARCH & ANALYSIS**
Practical publishing 1: Getting started: Intro to publishing: Get a head start on finding your first publication.
Practical publishing 2: Next steps: Discover secrets to effectively ‘selling’ your manuscript to an editor.
Publons Academy (online): Learn the core competencies and skills of peer reviewing for publications.

**Research skills**

**Early Stage**
- Career planning
- Entrepreneurship & commercialisation
- Impact & influence
- Publishing & authorship
- University teaching
- Writing skills
- Integrity & ethics
- Research & analysis
- Your thesis

**Mid stage**
- CANDIDATURE MANAGEMENT
- COMMUNICATION
- Working with others
- PUBLISHING & AUTHORSHIP
- UNIVERSITY TEACHING
- CANDIDATURE MANAGEMENT
- COMMUNICATION
- RESEARCH & ANALYSIS
- Your thesis

**Late stage**
- Leadership & career strategy
- CV essentials for HDRs
- University teaching
- Writing skills
- Transferable skills
- Professional skills
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